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QUESTION 1

Examine this command: 

$ srvctl modify service -db RACDB -service SRVBl -clbgoal LONG 

This three-Instance RAC database uses Flex ASM. 

Which two statements are true regarding server-side connect-time load balancing using SCAN listeners for this service?
(Choose two.) 

A. It is enabled only when LOAD_BALANCE=YES is coded in the client-side TNS entry used by the client. 

B. The SCAN listeners redirect clients to the node listener serving the instance that has the fewest sessions for the
SRVB1 service. 

C. The SCAN listeners automatically balance the connections across the instances accepting logins for the SRVB1
service. 

D. It is disabled because the -c1bgoal attribute is set to LONG. 

E. The SCAN listeners redirect clients to the node listener serving the instance that has the fastest response time for the
SRVB1 service. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two types of network adapters are required in which quantity in order to comply with Oracle recommendations for
hardware in a cluster? 

A. at least one for the public network 

B. at least one for the storage network 

C. at least one for the interconnect 

D. at least two for the public network 

E. at least two for the storage network 

F. at least two for the interconnect 

Correct Answer: AC 

Section: (none) 

Each node must have at least two network adapters or network interface cards (NICs): one for the public network
interface, and one for the private network interface (the interconnect). 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/CWLIN/networks.htm#CWLIN473 
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QUESTION 3

Which statement is true concerning the installation of an Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c patchset and its status during
the installation? 

A. Some grid infrastructure patchsets may not be installed in a rolling fashion. 

B. They can be applied in-place. 

C. When performing rolling patches, crsctl query crs softwareversion always displays the lowest version of the software
running anywhere in the cluster 

D. When performing rolling patches, the VIPs for the node being patched are relocated to another node. 

Correct Answer: C 

Section: (none) 

To check the software versions on a single node or if the software version is the latest version installed in on a cluster. 

You would use this option when you do the rolling upgrade. 

$ crsctl query crs softwareversion [hostname] 

References: https://blogs.oracle.com/myoraclediary/entry/how_to_check_clusterware_version 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about node listeners in a Grid Infrastructure Cluster using Flex ASM? 

A. They run from the Grid Infrastructure home by default. 

B. They listen only for database instances on the same node. 

C. They listen only for the ASM instance on the same node. 

D. There only can be one node listener per node. 

E. They listen on behalf on any ASM instance and all database instances on the same node. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true about services when used with transparent application failover (TAF) for an
administrator-managed RAC database? 

A. TAF-enabled sessions fail over to a surviving instance accepting logins for the service. 
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B. TAF-settings for the service override TAF settings in TNS entry used by the client. 

C. TAF can restart a query or a transaction after failover. 

D. The TAF settings for a client connections overrides any TAF settings in the service definition. 

E. TAF PRECONNECT requires configuration for the service and in the client TNS entry. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Section: (none) 

A: SESSION failover. When the connection to an instance is lost, SESSION failover results only in the establishment of
a new connection to another Oracle RAC node; any work in progress is lost. SESSION failover is ideal for online
transaction processing (OLTP) systems, where transactions are small. 

C: SELECT failover. With SELECT failover, Oracle Net keeps track of all SELECT statements issued during the
transaction, tracking how many rows have been fetched back to the client for each cursor associated with a SELECT
statement. If the connection to the instance is lost, Oracle Net establishes a connection to another Oracle RAC node
and re-executes the SELECT statements, repositioning the cursors so the client can continue fetching rows as if nothing
has happened. The SELECT failover approach is best for data warehouse systems that perform complex and time-
consuming transactions. 

D: Oracle\\'s answer to application failover is a new Oracle Net mechanism dubbed Transparent Application Failover.
TAF allows the DBA to configure the type and method of failover for each Oracle Net client. Incorrect Answers: 

E: In PRECONNECT failover, the application simultaneously connects to both a primary and a backup node. This offers
faster failover, because a pre-spawned connection is ready to use. But the extra connection adds everyday overhead by
duplicating connections. 

References: http://www.dba-oracle.com/art_oramag_rac_taf.htm 

 

QUESTION 6

Examine this command and output: 

[root@host01 ~]# / sbin/acfsutil snap create snap001 /u0l/app/grid/acfsmount/ 

acfsutil snap create: Snapshot operation is complete. 

Examine this command: 

[root@host01 ~]# / sbin/acfsutil snap create

Correct Answer: C 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements are true concerning the installation of Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c when using a Standard
Cluster? (Choose two.) 
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A. The Clusterware binaries may be installed without installing ASM binaries. 

B. The Grid Infrastructure Management Repository is only required when using ASM. 

C. Specifying the use of Grid Naming Service is optional. 

D. Normal Redundancy ASM Disk Groups used for Clusterware flies will contain three voting files regardless of the
number of failgroups. 

E. High Redundancy ASM Disk Groups used for Clusterware files will contain two OCRs. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are true concerning Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control Cluster Database performance
pages? (Choose two.) 

A. The Interconnects page shows the load contributed by database instances on the public network. 

B. The Interconnects page shows the load contributed by database instances on the private interconnect and the public
network. 

C. The Interconnects page shows throughput contributed by individual sessions on the private interconnect. 

D. The Cluster Cache Coherency page shows which block classes are subject to intense global cache activity. 

E. The Cluster Cache Coherency page shows which instances are responsible for intense global cache activity. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Section: (none) 

Reference: https://isu.ifmo.ru/docs/doc102/rac.102/b14197.pdf 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three are benefits of using RAC databases with multiple instances? (Choose three.) 

A. surviving node failures 

B. surviving storage network failures 

C. surviving interconnect failures 

D. automatic workload management for services on local connections 

E. automatic workload management for services on Oracle Net connections 

F. parallel execution across all instances supporting a balanced policy-management service 
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G. parallel execution across all instances supporting a singleton policy-management service 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 10

Disk group DGRP1 has these attributes: 

1. Normal redundancy 

2. Two failure groups FG1 and FG2 with two disks each 

3. Compatibility settings set to 12.1 

The FG1 failure group goes offline due to hardware failure. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The redundancy is lowered until the FG1 failgroup is restored and the disk group resynchronized. 

B. New allocation units are mirrored in the FG2 failure group until FG1 is restored and the disk group resynchronized. 

C. Transactions on database objects stored in tablespaces in the DGRP1 disk group fail. 

D. New allocation units are not mirrored but changes to allocation units are tracked in the FG2 failure group. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three statements are true about using ADVM volumes and mounting ACFS file systems from leaf nodes in a Flex
Cluster? (Choose three.) 

A. Partitioning ADVM-managed volumes using fdisk or other utilities on a leaf node is not supported. 

B. An ADVM volume cannot be used as a boot device on a leaf node. 

C. To use ADVM volumes, an ASM proxy instance is not required on a leaf node. 

D. ADVM volumes can be used to store the OCR and voting files to be used by a leaf node. 

E. An ADVM volume cannot be used as the root file system on a leaf node. 

F. To use ADVM volumes on a leaf node, the oraclesacfs, oracleoks, and oracleadvm drivers must be loaded on all hub
nodes. 

Correct Answer: BEF 

Section: (none) 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/CWAIX/storage.htm#CWAIX561 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two components must always be defined or specified by an administrator to make an application highly available
using Oracle 12c Clusterware? (Choose two.) 

A. A Server Pool 

B. an application VIP 

C. an application resource 

D. a resource dependency definition 

E. a script agent 

Correct Answer: CE 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three are benefits of using RAC One Node in Oracle 12c? 

A. automatic failover for high availability 

B. ability to perform rolling patches 

C. online conversion from RAC One Node databases to multi-instance RAC databases 

D. load-balancing of services within a single instance 

E. online-conversion from non-RAC databases to RAC One Node databases 

F. multiple instances of the same database on a single node to protect against instance failure 

Correct Answer: BCF 

Section: (none) 

Oracle Real Application Clusters One Node is a single instance of an Oracle Real Application Clusters- enabled
database running on one node in a cluster. It lets you consolidate multiple databases onto a single cluster and thereby
adds to 

the flexibility that Oracle offers for database consolidation while reducing management overhead by providing a
standard deployment for highly available Oracle Database editions. 

Overview 

Failover cluster protection for unplanned downtime 

Online Database Relocation for workload management 
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Online database patching to reduce planned downtime 

(C) Online upgrade to Oracle RAC for full scalability 

Benefits 

(F) Protection from unplanned database or system failures 

(B) Rolling upgrades and patches for your OS and database 

Standard management for highly available Oracle Databases 

Online Databases Relocation for database virtualization 

References: http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/options/rac-one-node/overview/index.html 

 

QUESTION 14

PROD1, PROD2 and PROD3 are three instances that have multitenant container database PROD open. 

PROD contains multiple PDBs. 

Examine these successful commands: 

$ srvctl add service ?b PROD ?db PRDPDB1 ?ervice SRVPDB1 $ srvctl start service ?b PROD ?ervice SRVPDB1 

Which statement is true about the srvctl start service command? 

A. It opens the PRDPDB1 PDB if not already opened. 

B. It can open the PRDPDB1 PDB only if it is policy managed. 

C. It can open the PRDPDB1 PDB automatically. 

D. It can open the PRDPDB1 PDB only if it is manually managed. 

Correct Answer: B 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 15

For which three entities can the "what-if" command evaluation be used to determine the impact of clusterware
management operations in Oracle 12c Clusterware? (Choose three.) 

A. Pluggable Databases (PDBs) 

B. administrator-defined resources 

C. local resources 

D. database transactions 
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E. cluster resources 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Section: (none) 
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